
Forecasting Challenges & 
Improvements for the Future
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Relationships
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Satellites

NOAA AVHRR Image  Dec 10, 1989 – 
Kunimitsu Ishida et al

From the 60’s through the mid 80’s satellite 
assisted the forecasting effort but were limited 
in printed quality and enhancement capabilities. 
 

Resolution was limited and animation required 
transposing location of major features by hand 
due to skewing.



Satellites
In 1987 the invention of the GODDESS by Sea 
Space, Inc. (version 1 TeraScan) allowed the 
polar orbiting images to be flattened, and 
overlaid for still animation.  

In addition the recorded image could be 
enhanced readily on the monitor to pull out 
features without using valued printing paper 
process.  

This produced a near instant increase in short 
term forecasting accuracy  with this new timing 
and feature identification tool.

Short range forecast accuracy improved ~5% 
(based on go-no go tracking).



Modeling
1991 to 1994 – After the end of the cold war and Russia economic collapse 
forced the closure of Molodezhnaya and Novolazarevskaya stations and 
applicable intercontinental air transport.  The reduction of the Russian Antarctic 
Program eliminated many manned stations providing weather reporting. 
Forecast accuracy had a slight and slow decline.  Manual analysis and projection 
had been replaced by modeling world-wide.

In 1990 University of Wisconsin promoted the use of internet connection via a 
9.6 connection.  This was jointly used by operations to extract FNMOC (then 
FNOC) NODDS fields.  Over time the NOGAPS model was identified to have fair 
value at 500hPa and particularly above at 400hPa for steering flow and 
guidance on speed/development.  Forecasting tools were established but lacked 
any significant impacts in low level and minor circulations and periods beyond 
18 hours. 

NOGAPS assumed a flat earth and did not offer much in terms of low level 
forecasting abilities.   



Modeling
2000 to present – Many improvements have allowed a peak with another 
roughly 5% increase in short term forecasts from the peak in 1988 – 1991 and 
an unmeasured notice in the ability to have confidence in longer range 
projections (24 – 48 hours).  

Improvements include:
•  Cooperative with science / research NCAR, OSU, U/W
•  Implementation of AMPS MM5/WRF
•  AWS network to include unification through AMRC cooperative and 

LDM Software
•  Increased number of orbital satellites decreasing the mid-day gap
•  Joint science/operations awareness through established relationships, 

meetings, and active correspondence providing new concepts for tools 
and education
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AWS Locations 2011-2012
(circle radii are approximately 10, 20, 30, and 40 statute miles)
-- Arrow indicates direction of webcam.
-- VIS indicates visibility sensor.
-- Star indicates landmass visible on webcam image.
-- Tan box indicates year-round site with different summer/
winter-over configurations (preferred).
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Station       Latitude          Longitude            
Elevation
 100     78°04.973’S   166°41.562’E    40’
 101     77°41.105’S   166°22.817’E    441.31’
 103     77°45.715’S   166°53.938’E    823’
 104     77°51.725’S   168°07.982’E    74’
 105     77°42.373’S   163°54.170’E    799.97’
 106     77°32.695’S   166°13.621’E    358.78’
 108     77°54.400’S   169°15.160’E    130’
 109     78°06.870’S   168°19.480’E    79’
 110     77°50.866’S   167°08.810’E    51’
 111     77°58.016’S   167°30.020’E    82’
 113     77°52.525’S   165°17.948’E    352.02’
 114     77°32.070’S   167°05.130’E    12000’
 301     77°22.000’S   163°22.000’E    120’
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CHALLENGES IN EVALUATION PERFORMANCE

It stands clear the “norm” is merely an average of extremes.  Annual tracking shows 
each season has its own characteristics impacted by variations in the global and 
regional situations.  From the early 2000’s with ice bergs changing the Marginal Ice 
Zone (MIZ) impacting the seasonal variability to the lack of sea ice during the 2010-
2011 summer season where exaggerated meridional flow expressed a greater influx of 
horizontal heat exchange in the Ross Sea in the spring through early summer period.

Seasons range from extremely 
active high transport periods to 
lulls with limited hazardous 
weather conditions.  It is noted 
that even seasons with high 
activity do not follow similar 
patterns from month to month.  
This vast difference adds to the 
difficulties to make seasonal 
pattern forecasts.
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CHALLENGES IN EVALUATION PERFORMANCE

Individual system inconsistencies are mostly driven by extreme terrain issues 
coupled with small nuances within the system’s structure.  Although AMPS 
provides a great detail of information a greater focus over the upcoming years 
to identify patterns in grouped observational devices in tandem with system 
pattern recognition.  The outcome is expected to yield the highest level of 
forecast proficiency with the current guidance available. 



Driving Factors
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What’s Next

1. Use what we have to its 
fullest ability. We still 
have a lot we can learn 
from what we have

2. Train, Train, and re-Train
• Don’t repeat errors
• Work at maintaining 

peak percentage 
even during poor 
weather seasons

3. Keep our ears to the 
ground for even the 
smallest advancements

4. Be patient and support 
science for new 
forecasting tools and 
processes
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